Product Details - Ballistic Gelatin Air Rifle Block


GTIN Compliant UPC Code: 608729261452



Product Dimensions and Weight:


Size standard: 9 inches in length, 4 inches in width,
and 4 inches in height (9L X 4W x 4H)





Size Metric: 22.86 cm in length, 10.16 cm in width,
and 10.16 cm in height (22.86L X 10.16W x 10.16H)



Weight: 5lbs / 2.26Kg



Volume standard: 144 Cubic Inches / 2.5 US quarts



Volume metric: 2359.7 Cubic cm / 2.35 Liters

Description: Our Ballistic Gelatin Air Rifle Block is perfect for all non-lethal hobby weapons, and commercialgrade air guns. The Air Rifle Block is the perfect size for testing the flight and penetration of projectiles for all
of your non-lethal hobby weapons, and all commercial grade air guns.
Our Airsoft customers have requested the Ballistic Gelatin Air Rifle Block. This size is tailored for all types of
air rifles, air pistols, bb guns, pellet guns, all spring powered weapons, all battery powered weapons, and all
types of hybrid weapons that shoot metallic and non-metallic projectiles where penetration will be less than 9
inches in depth. This block impact face measures in at 16 square inches / 103.22 square centimeters. This
ballistic gelatin Air Rifle Block is a perfect tool for competition and enthusiast air gun operators. This ballistic
gelatin shows the flight patterns of metallic and non-metallic projectiles once they have hit and (if they)
penetrated. Armed with this knowledge, you will gain the competitive edge!
In every order of Ballistic Gelatin Air Rifle Block, you get the following items:
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-

Ready to use Ballistic Gelatin Air Rifle Block (9L X 4W x 4H) – that is wrapped
box holding the ballistic gelatin
tie-down cord, 6 feet in length
set of instructions for use
set melting instructions per order
outer box containing packing peanuts and the inner box of ballistic gelatin
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